School of Law
Dean’s Merit List for 2012 Academic Year

The following students are recognised for their outstanding academic achievement over the 2012 calendar year of study. These students achieved at least 40 credit points, had a grade point average (GPA) of 6.0 or greater, and were in the top 10% of their Cohort.

Joshua Forrest Abbott
Efosa Francis Amegor
Mario Adrian Amor
Paul Ross Armstrong
Roshana Christine Aseervatham
Suzzane Bandonill
Nicole Alison Amanda Banks
Jane Boustany
Mathew Royden Bright
Ashley Alyce Cameron
Andrew Anthony Cannon
Prithvi Chand
Emmanuel Dinis
Joshua Michael Donald
Bailey Dunleavy
Iyare Lucky Ehimudiamen
Kate French
Nathan Geary
Vivin George
Alexander Gregory
Jessica Elizabeth Ham
Kathryn Barbara Harris
Kyle Hawthorne
Aleksandra Ilic
Kelsey Louise Jankovic
Raymon Kaawi
Aisha Khan
Suzanne Lang
James Jephcott Lang
Reed Lawrence Langridge
Esterina Elizabeth Lentini
Patrick Emanuel Lopes
Pernas Macdonald
Taylor Alexandra Markovina
Valentina Maria

Jessica Faye Irene Mathias
Prianka Moodley
Gary David Moore
Daniel Moradian
Jillian Lee Morrison
Suzanne Therese Mortimer
Aimee Mursell
Alejandro Javier Nievas
Katherine Elizabeth Nocera
Geoffrey Allan O’Reilly
Kerina Pillay
Edward James Popa
Richard James Pourau
Courtney Anne Prior
Melanie Pudig
Nadia Rahman
Kieran Ridley
Ahmed Rizk
Owen Leonard Roberts
Bethany Taylor Rowlands
Mia Scott
Sarah Jane Scully-Leaf
Aydn Shaha
Alvin Sharma
Rushil Shrestha
Srishti Shuttleworth
Holly Kate Simic
Vanja Skaf
Hani South
Graham Keith Synnott
Antonina Symons
Thomas Patrick R Taha
Daniel Tien
David Phuoc Vinh Truong
Michael Uhlmann
Helmut Jason Oliver Vigneswaran
Prashanth Coral Regina
Yopp